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SECRET AGENT'S FINDINGS

•	 Parkland property in general has shown stronger sales prices in all the suburbs reviewed.
•	 Property with direct parkland views as well as close proximity out-performed most other properties in a given suburb,  
 even those properties that enjoy proximity without a view.
•	 Evidence suggests the pace of price growth, and population demographics, could also influence parkland property  
 turnover. In flat (mature) markets, property near parkland generally experienced a lower turnover than the rest of  
 the suburb; while turnover increased in price growth periods.

A common assumption is that property facing parklands obtains a premium sales price paid by the buyer. However, at Secret Agent, we wanted to 
establish the difference in the premium paid when a home buyer purchases a parkland property. 

Such information is invaluable to consumers. It might help suggest the best part of a parkland street for a purchaser to buy in or an opportune time to 
buy or sell a parkland property. The desire for a view of a pleasant natural setting is, for all we know, deeply rooted in human biology. We hope that by 
looking deeper into the data of the parkland property market we can begin to understand something of the science of parkland property pricing. 

PARKLAND VIEWS
THE VIEW DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Table 1: 'Park House' Prices - Fitzroy North and Albert Park Analysis (2009 - 2012)

Houses Total Sales Total Sales Volume Turnover Average Sales Price

Total Suburb
Park 

Houses Suburb
Park 

Houses Suburb
Park 

Houses Suburb
Non Park 
Houses

Park 
Houses 

Fitzroy North
Edinburgh Gardens

3900 396 12 $392,631,249 $21,382,000 10.15% 23.08% $991,493 $969,749 $1,781,833

Albert Park
St Vincent Gardens

2280 343 7 $459,340,050 $22,390,000 15.04% 7.37% $1,339,183 $1,289,796 $3,198,571

Table compiled from data collected from 1st January 2009 to 31st December 2012 (house data only). The term 'Park House' has been used to describe houses opposite/facing parks, or in 
extremely close proximity. Houses on Alfred Crescent, 56-95 Freeman Street and 581-639 Brunswick Street are considered 'Park Houses' in Fitzroy North. Houses on St Vincent Place, St Vincent 
Place North and St Vincent Place South are considered 'Park Houses' in Albert Park.

 

There are approximately fifty-two houses facing Edinburgh Gardens. 
Properties facing this park sit on approximately 1.16% of the land, 
and constitute 1.59% of the houses, in Fitzroy North. It would appear 
that properties across from Edinburgh Gardens experienced a 
turnover two to three times the rate of the rest of the suburb over 
our collection period. 

EDINBURGH GARDENS, FITZROY NORTH 

There are ninety-five properties facing St Vincent Place. Dwellings 
facing the park sit on approximately 4.13% of the land and constitute 
4.16% of the houses in Albert Park. St Vincent Place properties seem 
to turn over at half the rate of the rest of the suburb, suggesting that 
owners here know the value of their properties: they enjoy living 
opposite the park and understand the prestige associated with 
holding these properties.

ST VINCENT GARDENS, ALBERT PARK 
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PROXIMITY VERSUS VIEW - PART ONE

Secret Agent studied the sales prices over the past decade of Brooke and Draper Street houses and compared them with their parallel counterparts 
along St Vincent Place (Bevan Street was excluded due to a lack of St Vincent Place South sales).

Observing these two sides of St Vincent Place, we found that St Vincent Place properties were at least double the value of their parallel counterparts.  

One interesting point: all properties along St Vincent Place, St Vincent Place North, Brooke Street, and Draper Street were within no more than 200 
metres walking distance from the parks.  The impact on price of such small quantitative differences could be considered negligible.

What was very clear was that the properties facing the parks, and which had views of the parks, sold for more - almost double those properties in the 
same vicinity without views. 

Figure 2: St Vincent Gardens, Albert Park 

St Vincent Place North

Table 2: St Vincent Gardens - St Vincent Place and Brooke 
St Analysis

Average 
Price

Median 
Price

Lowest 
Sale 

Highest 
Sale

St Vincent Place 3,150,000 3,150,000 2,7000,000 3,600,000

Brooke St 1,094,250 1,135,000 737,000 1,370,000

Figures calculated from data collected from 2009-2012. 6 Sales were analysed.

 

Table 3: St Vincent Gardens - St Vincent Place North and 
Draper St Analysis

Average 
Price

Median 
Price

Lowest 
Sale 

Highest 
Sale

St Vincent Place Nth 3,207,800 2,800,000 1,631,000 6,620,000

Draper St 970,833 1,050,000 662,500 1,200,000

Figures calculated from data collected from 2009-2012. 8 Sales were analysed.
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PROXIMITY VERSUS VIEW - PART TWO

Again, applying statistical enquiry to the suburb of Brunswick, data suggested that views contribute to making a property valuable. 

Observing houses directly opposite Royal Park which sold since the year 2000, from 695-853 Park Street, we noted that the average of these park 
properties once again were approximately double that of the rest of the suburbs average price. However, what was of interest was a tapering effect that 
seemed to be occurring almost naturally. 

Properties without a view of the park (80%) generally garnered no more than a million dollars (with the exceptions of 663, 679 and 687 Park Street) in 
sales price; whereas, properties with a view of the park were more likely to be sold for over a million.

The fact that most of these million dollar sales occurred from 2009 onwards, and that between 2000 and 2006, only one property sold for over a 
million, may dispute the previous findings. However, observing the properties sold between 2009 and 2012 alone, none of the park view houses sold for 
less than a million dollars, and the three properties that did sell for under a million, were those without a view. Other debates, such as whether 687 Park 
Street should be considered a park view property since it only has a partial view from both floors, were also considered. 

Table 4: 'Park House' Prices - Brunswick Analysis (2009 - 2012)

Houses Total Sales Total Sales Volume Turnover Average Sales Price

Total Suburb
Park 

Houses Suburb
Park 

Houses Suburb
Park 

Houses Suburb
Non Park 
Houses

Park 
Houses 

Brunswick
Royal Park

6157 712 10 $526,206,586 $12,489,000 11.56% 14.93% $739,054 $730,750 $1,387,667

Table compiled from data collected from 1st January 2009 to 31st December 2012 (house data only). The term 'Park House' has been used to describe houses opposite/facing parks, or in 
extremely close proximity. Houses from 695 to 853 Park Street are considered 'Park Houses' in Brunswick. 

 

There are approximately 67 houses facing Royal Park. Park Street 
houses sit on approximately 2.86% of the land and constitute 1.09% 
of the houses in Brunswick.

ROYAL PARK, BRUNSWICK 
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We also observed that most park 
view houses bought and sold 
between 2000 and 2012 all have 
had over a 55% increase in price; 
all being purchased before 2007 
and sold during and after 2007. 

Again, all the properties on Park 
Street are located relatively close 
to Royal Park which strengthens 
the hypothesis that a view is what 
really adds value to a property. 
What would be interesting to 
confirm this hypothesis is if there 
were more sales of Park Street 
houses without a park view in the 
coming months and to see what 
prices they would fetch.
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Figure 3: Highest Recorded Sales Prices by House (2000-2012) - Park St, Brunswick 
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Figure 4: Sales Price Analysis (2000-2012) - Park St, Brunswick 
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WHY? COMPARING EDINBURGH GARDENS AND ST VINCENT GARDENS PROPERTY TURNOVER

A question that arose was why Edinburgh Gardens in Fitzroy North seemed to be experiencing a much higher turnover rate than St Vincent Place in 
Albert Park. Brunswick’s Park Street had also observed a slightly higher turnover rate than the rest of the suburb but we chose to compare two extremes 
rather than what could be an anomaly.

Observing property sales over the past four years and combining this with data from the 2011 Census, St Vincent Place would seem to be experiencing a 
turnover rate half that of the rest of Albert Park. 

While this is still a ‘numbers game’ (Edinburgh Gardens having less property facing the gardens and more sales), our research suggests that there might 
be a reason why Edinburgh Gardens had a higher turnover relative to its suburb in the same period of time than St Vincent Place. 

Observing sales in both regions since 2000, properties in St Vincent Place have in general maintained a steady sales price over the past decade. 
Edinburgh Garden properties, originally no more than half the sales price of St Vincent, have however recently broken through the million dollar price 
ceiling as of 2009, with the sales of 41 and 39 Alfred Crescent becoming two of the top twenty highest sales in the inner city residential property market 
for 2012, at over $3,500,000 and $4,200,000 respectively.

Depicted in the two line graphs below, we note that for houses opposite St Vincent Place and Edinburgh Gardens that have sold at least twice in the past 
ten years, Edinburgh Gardens houses have experienced a greater percentage increase in selling price. This is because not only have they been purchased 
at a lower price, but Edinburgh Garden houses experienced an average increase of $405,000 while St Vincent Place experienced an average growth of 
$361,000 (not including 64 St Vincent Place which experienced negative growth of $40,000.) This same kind of growth can be seen in Royal Park houses, 
which experienced an average growth of $489,000 (average inflated slightly by the renovation works completed at 821 Park Street).
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Figure 5: Sales Price Analysis (2000-2012) - St Vincent Place, Albert Park 
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Two notable sales, that could not be included in the above calculation because they only sold once in the testing period, were 41 and 39 Alfred Crescent 
as previously mentioned. These sales have set a precedent for Edinburgh Garden properties to be sold for a premium in future. 

From this it could be suggested that as a suburb becomes more affluent and desirable to live in, the turnover rate of park view houses would increase 
above that of the rest of the suburb (Brunswick at the infancy stage of the growth model). At its peak, these park view houses can expect turnovers of 
twice the rest of the suburb and twice the value of the rest of the suburb (Fitzroy North as the growing/mature stage of the growth model). However, 
as more time passes, the turnover rate of the park view homes will begin to stagnate and decline, dropping below that of the suburb, though still 
commanding its higher sales price (Albert Park as the aging stage of the growth model).

METHODS SUMMARY

•	 Standard statistical methods (Average, Median).
•	 Sales total: Removal of duplicates, and entries missing sales figures (both for the suburb and park houses) from  
 database.
•	 Total Number of Houses: Derived from 2011 Census data (Separate House + Semi-detached, row or terrace house,  
 townhouse etc). The unoccupied dwelling structures percentage was not factored in as there was no concrete means  
 of proving how many of the unoccupied dwellings would be houses.
•	 House Turnover: (For the suburb) Total number of house sales in 2012 divided by total number of houses in the  
 suburb. (For Parkland Properties) Total number of park houses sold in 2012 divided by total number of park houses.  
 The rate was achieved by comparing the two separate Turnovers.
•	 Occupancy of land: Total area occupied by park houses divided by total developed land in suburb (approximated)
•	 Population demographic calculations: Derived from Census 2006 and 2011. 
 
Sources:  This report has used many sources of information, including: Secret Agent's Internal Collection Research,  
Census, FairFax Media data,  RPData,  Property Data Online, oldlistings.com.au and various web based databases.
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Figure 6: Sales Price Analysis (2000-2012) - Edinburgh Gardens, Fitzroy North


